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In this paper, some static and dyanamic response analyses are performed using detailed 3D structural model of 
traditional wooden structure.  Though several models of joints of wooden members have been proposed, characteristics 
of whole structural model of traditional wooden structure have not been examined sufficiently.  Therefore, a model of 
Amida-do at Higashi Honganji is used as an example of traditional wooden structure with large roof and some response 
analysis is demonstrated.  In the previous investigation on the earthquake-resistant performance of Amida-do, buckling 
of a column have been reported.  A cause of this phenomenon is examined by using of detailed 3D model.  
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4ᅗ 9 ㌺࣭᱖ᮌ␒ྕ ᅗ 10 ᭱኱ຍ㏿ᗘ(gal) ᅗ 11  ᭱኱ኚ఩(cm) 
 Ỉᖹᆅ㟈ື㸦EL Centro㸧ࢆ X ㍈᪉ྥ࡟ධຊࡋࡓ࡜ࡁࡢ㸪᱖ᮌ࣭㌺ඛ➃㒊ࡢ᭱኱ࡢ㖄┤᪉ྥᛂ⟅ຍ㏿ᗘࢆ
ᅗ 10࡟㸪᭱኱ࡢ㖄┤᪉ྥᛂ⟅ኚ఩ࢆᅗ 11࡟♧ࡍ㸬Ỉᖹ᭱኱ᆅືຍ㏿ᗘ 349.9gal࡟ᑐࡋ࡚᱖ᮌඛ➃㒊ࡢୖୗ
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